
Bộ đề thi tiếng Anh lớp 7 giữa kỳ II

Đề số 1

Task 1. Choose the word whose bold part is pronounced differently
from others.

1. A. doctor B. actor C. know D. inventor

2. A. head B. wear C. ready D. easy

3. A. player B. tennis C. sister D. over

Task 2. Choose the bold word that has a different stress pattern
from the others. Write A, B, or C in the blank.

4. A. problem B. arrive C. lesson D. homework

5. A. animal B. dangerous C. exciting D. history

Task 3. Choose the word or phrase that best completes each
sentence.

6. Elephants are ______ than cats.

A. bigger B. more big C. as big as

7. An hour has sixty _________.

A. weeks B. minutes C. seconds

8. Marie Curie was the first female______ of the Nobel prize for physics.

A. artist B. writer C. winner



9. My sister _________ play the piano when she was 10.

A. can B. could C. can’t

10. His height is _________ mine; we are both 1.70 metres.

A. as tall as B. like C. different from

11. What will you do if you _________ in a jungle?

A. be B. will be C. are

12. You _________ start studying early for the exams. Don’t wait until

the last minute!

A. must B. should C. mustn’t

13. It’s difficult to _________ some drinking water on a desert.

A. find B. use C. avoid

14. Let’s _________ the red apples on the trees.

A. climb B. pick C. build

15. Children _____________ go out with parents.

A. must B. should C. shouldn’t

Task 4. Listen to a talk about Taylor Swift. Choose the correct
answer, A, B or C.

Audio

16. Who is Taylor Swift?
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A. A pop star. B. An actress. C. A scientist.

17. How old is she?

A. 20 years old. B. 23 years old. C. 25 years old.

18. How much should people pay to listen to her songs?

A. $9 B. $9.9 C. $9.99

19. What did she think about Apple Music?

A. She didn’t like it.

B. She loved it.

C. She had no idea about it.

20. What did she want Apple Music to d

A. To upload songs.

B. To pay singers some money.

C. To design websites for singers.

Task 5. Choose the option that best completes each blank in the
passage. Write A, B, or C in the blank.

GPS and Survival

The USA (21) ________ the Global Positioning System (GPS) in the

1970s. At first, it was a military project, but now anyone can use the

system to find out exactly their locations, and (22) ________ their

movements.



For GPS to work, your receiver (or smartphone) must be in contact with

four or more satellites in space. Then it uses the data to calculate the

exact time and (23) ________ on Earth.

However, it is not enough for survival situations (escaping the jungles or

deserts) because you must know your direction - which way you are

moving and your speed - how (24) ________ you are moving. GPS

provides this information, by tracking your position over time.

For modern explorers, a smartphone and GPS are as important as a

compass, torch and a map. With the right applications, your (25)

________ will help you survive.

21. A. gave B. took C. invented

22. A. know B. track C. follow

23. A. position B. face C. way

24. A. far B. fast C. often

25. A. book B. bag C. smartphone

Task 6. Read the passage and decide whether each statement is
True or False.

Albert Einstein was one of the most famous scientists of all time. He

developed the special and general theories of relativity and made many

other important discoveries.



Albert Einstein was born on March 14, 1879, in Germany. His father was

a salesman and engineer and his mother was a housewife. Einstein had

one sister, Maja, who was born two years after him. He didn’t like

studying at Luitpold Gymnasium in Munich. One teacher even told him

that he would never get anywhere. At this time, Albert Einstein became

interested in classical music and he learned to play the violin. He was

also interested in science.

In the 1890s, Albert Einstein’s family moved to Milan, Italy. Einstein

started studying at the Swiss Federal Polytechnic School in Zurich. His

years in Zurich were some of the happiest years of his life. He became

friends with many other students and met his future wife, Mileva Maric, a

physics student from Serbia.

26. Albert Einstein’s mother is an engineer.

27. Albert Einstein was older than his sister.

28. He didn’t enjoy learning at Luitpold Gymnasium in Munich.

29. Einstein couldn’t play the violin.

30. He didn’t have a wife.

Task 7. Rearrange the words in a correct order to make a complete
sentence.

31. if / is / you / Will / on Sunday / go out / sunny / it?

__________________________________________



32. get / your parents / a good school report / if / be / you / Will / happy?

___________________________________________

33. mustn’t / You / a / make / fire.

___________________________________________

34. not / camp / We / near / should / river / the.

___________________________________________

35. use / not / mobile phones / should / We / class / in.

___________________________________________

Task 8. Choose the best response to complete the conversation
between Anna and Mike.

- Well, you can watch videos on YouTube.

- When did you learn how to dance like that?

- Well, you can find a friend to learn with you.

- It looks fun.

- What’s the best way to learn?

Anna: That’s amazing, Joe. (36) __________?

Mike: I had lessons at my old school. Do you like dancing?

Anna: I love it, but I’m no good. I really want to learn to dance salsa.



Mike: Yeah?

Anna: (37) __________?

Mike: It’s probably best to have lessons. I’m sure there are lots of salsa

classes.

Anna: Yeah, but I haven’t got any time for lessons.

Mike: (38) __________.

Anna: I suppose so. But I need people to dance with. You can’t dance

salsa alone!

Mike: (39) __________.

Anna: That’s a good idea.

Mike: I’d like to learn salsa. (40) __________.

ĐÁP ÁN

1. C 2. D 3. B 4. B 5. C

6. A 7. B 8. C 9. B 10. A

11. C 12. B 13. A 14. B 15. B

16. A 17. C 18. C 19. A 20. B

21. C 22. B 23. A 24. B 25. C

26. F 27. T 28. T 29. F 30. F

31. Will you go out if it is sunny on Sunday?

32. Will your parents be happy if you get a good school report?

33. You mustn’t make a fire.



34. We should not camp near the river.

35. We should not use mobile phones in class.

36. When did you learn how to dance like that?

37. What’s the best way to learn?

38. Well, you can watch videos on YouTube.

39. Well, you can find a friend to learn with you.

40. It looks fun.



Đề số 2

Task 1. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced
differently.

1.

A. ferry

B. fly

C. happy

D. very

2.

A. prize

B. ride

C. night

D. win

Task 2. Choose the word that has a different stressed syllable from
the rest.

3.

A. schedule

B. balloon

C. service

D. cheaper

4.

A. material



B. operate

C. holiday

D. bicycle

Task 3. Choose the best option (A, B, C or D) to complete each of
the following questions.

5. Can I have your son’s birth ______?

A. name

B. certificate

C. day

6. Fossil fuels cause_________.

A. wind

B. sunlight

C. pollution

7. You should______ hard.

A. study

B. to study

C. studying

8. There is no _________ to solar energy and wind power.

A. idea

B. limit

C. innovation



9. His brother likes football, _________ he doesn’t.

A. and

B. or

C. but

10. There are _________ solar panels on the roof of this building.

A. one

B. any

C. lots of

11. Does the song have a positive______ ?

A. hit

B. review

C. star

12. I imagine that there _________ many people at the concert tonight.

A. are

B. are going to be

C. will be

13. I’m ______ an event for my school this month.

A. working

B. organizing

C. winning

14. If you’re into pop music, you _________ this catchy song.

A. love



B. are going to love

C. will love

15. How many _________ does Taylor Swift have?

A. fans

B. drums

C. bands

Task 4. Write the correct form of the words in brackets.

16. Amanda wants to be the most famous singer in the world. She's got

a lot of______! (AMBITIOUS)

17. When the band play a concert, they never stop dancing. They’re

really______! (ENERGY)

18. Some popular alternative energy sources are hydroelectric

power,______power and wind power. (SUN)

19. Biomass fuels include wood, forest, animal waste,

grains,______crops and aquatic plants. (AGRICULTURE)

20. The______flight from New York to London was just under three

hours. (FAST)

Task 5. Choose the option that best completes each blank in the
passage. Write A, B, or C in the blank.

GPS and Survival



The USA (21) _________ the Global Positioning System (GPS) in the

1970s. At first, it was a military project, but now anyone can use the

system to find out exactly their locations, and (22) _________ their

movements.

For GPS to work, your receiver (or smartphone) must be in contact with

four or more satellites in space. Then it uses the data to calculate the

exact time and (23) _________ on Earth.

However, it is not enough for survival situations (escaping the jungles or

deserts) because you must know your direction - which way you are

moving and your speed - how (24) _________ you are moving. GPS

provides this information, by tracking your position over time.

For modern explorers, a smartphone and GPS are as important as a

compass, torch and a map. With the right applications, your (25)

_________ will help you survive.

21.

A. gave

B. took

C. invented

22.

A. know

B. track

C. follow

23.



A. position

B. face

C. way

24.

A. far

B. fast

C. often

25.

A. book

B. bag

C. smartphone

Task 6. Read the passage and choose the best answer to each of
the following questions.

Nothing to Lose

We use fossil fuels in our daily life, but they are limited and cause

pollution. A lot of scientists are working hard to look for some lossless

and environmentally friendly sources of energy.

Solar energy is not new to us because we use it to dry things every day.

Solar panels catch sun rays and change them into electricity. We know

that it is renewable because the sun never stops producing sunlight.

Wind power is also an old source of energy. In the past, explorers used

wind for sailing their ships to distant lands. A single windmill can pump



water and generate electricity. To get much more power all at once,

people install lots of giant wind turbines on wind farms.

If we stop using fossil fuels, our planet will be greener. There is nothing

to lose when we use solar energy or wind power.

26. What source of power is limited?

A. Solar energy.

B. Fossil fuels.

C. Wind power

27. Why is solar energy renewable?

A. The sun always produces sunlight.

B. The sun is very hot.

C. The sun is always there.

28. What are installed to get wind power at once?

A. Solar panels

B. Flying machines

C. Giant wind turbines

29. If we stop using fossil fuels, our planet will be _____________.

A. greener

B. bigger

C. more renewable

30. There is no _________ to solar energy and wind power.

A. place



B. sun rays

C. limit

Task 7. Rewrite the following sentences with the given beginning in
such a way that the meanings stay unchanged.

31. There were many fans at the concert.

=> Many fans_______________________________________________

32. Everyone loves this song.

=> This song is going to be a__________________________________

33. Tim thinks he’ll be famous soon.

=> Tim thinks everyone will____________________________________

34. She can sing very well.

=> She is a________________________________________________

35. Nathan has one weakness in dancing.

=> Nathan cannot___________________________________________

Task 8. Listen to a conversation. Choose the correct answer, A, B
or C.

Audio

36. What does the boy want to do?

A. To join a band

B. To apply for a job
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C. To study with the girl

37. Who is NOT needed in the band?

A. singer

B. A dancer

C. A drummer

38. What does the girl think about the boy’s singing?

A. It’s great.

B. It’s OK.

C. It’s not good.

39. What kind of musical instruments can the boy play?

A. Guitar

B. Violin

C. Piano

40. When will the girl probably call the boy?

A. This evening

B. Next week

C. Next two weeks

ĐÁP ÁN

1. B 2. D 3. B 4. A 5. B

6. C 7. A 8. B 9. C 10. C

11. B 12. C 13. B 14. C 15. A



16. ambitions

17. energetic

18. solar

19. agricultural

20. fastest

21. C 22. B 23. A 24. B 25. C

26. B 27. A 28. C 29. A 30. C

31. attended the concert

32. a big hit

33. know him soon/ know him well soon

34. very good singer/ good singer

35. dance perfectly because of one weakness

36. A 37. B 38. C 39. A 40. B


